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This software was designed and coded by two researchers from the Applied Mathematics Department at the University of
Alicante, Spain. The motivation behind it was the need to overcome certain shortcomings found in known software solutions.

The main features of Seqwog are: The command-line program does not need a graphical user interface, and therefore a simple,
intuitive manual is not necessary. There is no need for users to have any programming experience, and Seqwog is self-

explanatory, since all its functions are labeled appropriately. The support for this software is limitless, since its working memory
does not need any kind of limit. Seqwog can process very large data volumes, as the program can find frequent subsequences
from very large collections of documents. Seqwog can be used with many different types of documents, such as text, XML,

HTML or image files. Seqwog can find some non-frequent sequences, since it uses a minimal memory, and it only finds
frequent patterns. If no output is specified, Seqwog will only generate headers to list the input file and its modifications. If ‘out’
is specified, the program will write to the output file the frequent patterns found. This feature is especially useful when the user

wants to output the most significant frequent patterns found, and not all of them. If a file is specified as input, it will be
automatically converted to text. Seqwog also includes some statistics to the output file, which can be sorted in a descending

order. Seqwog can be used to find the most significant frequent patterns, and is not intended for sequence classification. If no
‘out’ or ‘file’ option is specified, the program will only generate headers of information about the input and the output file.

Seqwog is highly configurable, since it can be used with a broad spectrum of
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* This feature finds all possible pairs of keys that could have occurred in a given stream of data and computes the frequencies
of their occurrence. * The output is sorted from highest to lowest frequencies. * If the input stream is a sequence of data, then
the pairs of keys that correspond to its most frequent element are printed out. * If the input stream is a sequence of labels, then
the pairs of keys that correspond to its most frequent label are printed out. * Each pair of keys is printed out as a line, with the

most frequent keys printed in left-to-right order and the second most frequent keys printed in right-to-left order. * The
frequency of each pair of keys is printed out on a new line below the pair, with the highest frequency first. * The elements of

the input sequence are printed out, one on each line of the output. * This function finds all possible pairs of keys that could have
occurred in a given stream of data and computes the frequencies of their occurrence. * The output is sorted from highest to

lowest frequencies. * If the input stream is a sequence of data, then the pairs of keys that correspond to its most frequent
element are printed out. * If the input stream is a sequence of labels, then the pairs of keys that correspond to its most frequent
label are printed out. * Each pair of keys is printed out as a line, with the most frequent keys printed in left-to-right order and
the second most frequent keys printed in right-to-left order. * The frequency of each pair of keys is printed out on a new line
below the pair, with the highest frequency first. * The elements of the input sequence are printed out, one on each line of the
output. * This function finds all possible pairs of keys that could have occurred in a given stream of data and computes the

frequencies of their occurrence. * The output is sorted from highest to lowest frequencies. * If the input stream is a sequence of
data, then the pairs of keys that correspond to its most frequent element are printed out. * If the input stream is a sequence of
labels, then the pairs of keys that correspond to its most frequent label are printed out. * Each pair of keys is printed out as a

line, with the most frequent keys printed in left-to-right order and the second most frequent keys printed in right-to-left order. *
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FINDfrequent: Make a target type REPEATsearch: Repeat the search with different input documents PERM: Find
permutations REPfrequent: Make a target type IMUSTORepeat: Repeat the search with different input documents CON: Find
closed frequent sequences MAXfrequent: Make a target type LIMITMAXfrequent: Limit the maximum number of occurrences
NUMfrequent: Find the number of frequent sequences SUPPORTfrequent: Find the support of a sequence SEQwog: find
sequential patterns with just a minimum support SCANfrequent: Scan a pattern in a document RECORDfrequent: Generate
header for output PRINTfrequent: Print a pattern spectrum Details User Interface It includes no graphical interface and can
only be run in command line mode. Description It includes no graphical interface and can only be run in command line mode.
Features It includes no graphical interface and can only be run in command line mode. Limitations It includes no graphical
interface and can only be run in command line mode. Comments Seqwog is a complex software solution aimed at finding
gapless frequent sequences, its intended usage being in sequential pattern mining activities, for determining whether
subsequences are consecutive or not. The application features no graphical user interface and can only be run in command line
mode, which in turn makes it much less appealing to novices and individuals with minimal levels of experience. The usage
difficulty is doubled by the lack of a documentation file detailing the various circumstances where it can be used, not even
providing users with some examples to get them started. In order to obtain a detailed list of Seqwog’s functions, users need only
run its executable in CMD and it will immediately provide them with a precise enumeration of its arguments, as well as some
basic insight into how the program should be used. As such, users need to input Seqwog’s executable path followed by the action
they wish to perform, specifying the input document, then the output file. The actions that can be executed include finding
‘Target Type’ (frequent, closed, maximal or all occurrences), ‘Maximum’ and ‘Minimum Numbers of Items per Sequence’ or
‘Minimum Support of a sequence’. Moreover, Seqwog can write the pattern spectrum to a file,
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 CPU: 1.2 GHz dual core (or better) Memory: 2 GB Graphics: 256 MB
(or better) Hard Drive: 1.5 GB Sound Card: S/PDIF Network: Broadband Internet connection Additional Notes: Suitable for use
with the computer's microphone and speakers Anti-Virus Software: None required Manufacturer:
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